
「「「「AI, Human and Happiness」」」」 
 
Although AI is interested, there is little discussion on why AI is necessary, and on what 
kind of world you want to create with AI. In this talk, I will focus on this why and the 
technology we developed to answer this question. The reason for requiring AI is not 
because AI technology has been advanced. The reason why AI is necessary is that 
demand requires flexibility responding to change and diversity, whereas 
standardization and lateral development of work since Taylor cannot meet this 
requirement. This is called the conversion from "rule-oriented" to "outcome-oriented." 
AI is an important tool for making society outcome-oriented. We have developed AI (we 
call this "multipurpose AI") which enables flexible action according to circumstances for 
given outcome. It has already been utilized in more than 60 business cases in areas, 
such as financial, distribution, energy, transportation. 
  To enable flexible action, a consistent objective is required.  
One objective has a higher objective.  
The higher the level in this hierarchy, the higher its value and consistency. 
 "The happiness of the society," however, is positioned at the top in any problem.  
We have discovered a method to quantify the happiness of people from delicate 
movements of the body using accelerometer.  
And we also have developed AI technology that supports enhancement of people's 
happiness according to circumstances.  
This pave a way to the new capitalism that judges everything for human happiness. 
From a society seeking to follow uniform rules in the past, it is possible to realize a 
society in which flowers are bloomed at the place where the person is located.  
In this presentation, I would like to show the whole picture of this new society. 
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